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Background and Rational
 Available understanding of the internal dynamics of innovation systems
(IS) appears to be still insufficient to guide political and other actors
towards strengthened innovation performance (e.g. Kuhlmann et al 2010).
 With considerable research emphasis on the functions of an IS (Hekert et
al. 2007, Bergek et al. 2015) and overall systemic strengths or weaknesses
(e.g. Purkus et al 2017), attention for actors at the micro level has been
weak (Arc et al. 2015).
 It is important that theory incorporates how actors themselves experience
and contribute to the enactment of complex processes like innovation,
create new trajectories and transform systems (Ison 2008, Borrás & Edler
2014, Sotarauta 2017; Upham et al. 2018).
 Transition scientists have proposed to rather frame challenges in terms of
power struggle – mainly between incumbents and new entrants (Schot &
Geels 2007; Farla et al. 2012; Avelino et al. 2016; Rosenbloom et al. 2016).
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Background and Rational
Bioeconomy
 Reduced fossil carbon consumption => renewable
alternatives;
 Cascaded usage of biological
matter (von Braun 2014).
The vision of a bioeconomy calls for a
radical shift in current approaches to
production, consumption, processing,
storage, recycling and disposal
of biological resources
(OECD 2009; Leadbeater 2013;
Schot & Kanger 2016).
Source: German Bioeconomy Council (2016)
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Aim & research questions
Theoretical framing
Technology / industry-specific framework conditions
at regional, national, international levels
Actor internal determinants of
innovation behaviour
Innovation
willingness
Innovation
capability

Assessment
of the
desirability
and feasibility
of successful
innovation

recognition & evaluation
of strengths and weaknesses
of context conditions

Innovation
Opportunities
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Aim & research questions
Main research questions
1. Which aspects of local conditions are perceived as
important by the different actors involved in bioeconomy
clusters?
2. Which factors at which levels matter for the
entrepreneurs’ innovation capacity and opportunities?
3. What are the most important leverage points
(Meadows 1999) for transformational interventions
in the relevant bioeconomy innovation systems?
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Data Collection and Sample Structure
Methodology & Data
Qualitative research approach
cluster / case selection in European countries with old and broad
bioeconomy strategies;
in-country cluster selection of the “older” ones with rather
profound transition objectives;
data collection via individual in-depth interviews;
recording of multiple truths, views and subjective assessments;
differentiated according to the size and industry affiliations of
the commercial actors;
inductive and deductive coding.
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Data Collection and Sample Structure
Dark green
=
Countries
with a
dedicated
bioeconomy
strategy
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Data Collection and Sample Structure
Wood meets Chemistry
Leading-edge Cluster Bioeconomy
Based in the (old) chemical industry triangle
(cracker, refinery, pipelines).
30 % of the German stock in beech trees is
located in the wider cluster region.
A new core, the Fraunhofer Center for ChemicalBiotechnological Processes (CBP), branch of
Fraunhofer IGB, was opened in 2012 at Leuna.
The bioecenomy cluster was founded in response
to a call of the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research. The cluster members gained access to
R&D grant funding of up to 40 Mio€, 2013-2018.
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Data Collection and Sample Structure
Size composition of respondents from industry N=19
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Findings I
What is the relevance of local conditions …
… as perceived by actors from different industries?
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Findings I
How do respondents assess the quality of relevant local conditions?
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Findings II
Differentiation in relation to place / the cluster region
Static companies: those companies (N=10) that have been there already during GDRtimes ore were created shortly after the wall came down – whether or not there was a
change of ownership during the period.
Movers and start-ups (2008-2018): those companies that were only founded during the
past 10 years (N=3) or moved into the cluster area (N=3) during that time - this group of
actors is focused on renewable feedstocks (=> “born green”);
Outsiders: those companies that are not located in the cluster region but nevertheless
participated in cluster-initiated R&D projects and therefore had an impression of the
local context conditions (N=3).
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Findings II
Place-specifics perceived as most relevant:
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Findings II
How do respondents assess the quality of relevant local conditions?
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Conceptualisation
Innovation Systems
The structural IS model is better suited to analyse actor-driven dynamics.
International organisations,
rules, contracts
& conventions

Sphere of
social
coherence

Regime of government
incentives for further
education, innovation and
adoption of new technology
and processes

Economic
system &
structures

Regime of
R&D and
innovation
finance

Governance
structures
and policies

Regime of
intellectual
property
rights

Sphere of
consumer and
environment
protection

Quality
assurance
regime

Regime of
public nonfinancial R&D
and innovation support

Natural
resource
endowment

Demand
stimulation

Actors directly involved in processes of
new knowledge creation, adaptation, diffusion and application
Source: On the basis of Kuhlmann, Shapira & Smits 2010 and Kadura, Langbein & Wilde 2011
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level

National / Regional IS

Sphere of
cultural
norms &
values

International
level

Economic & trade structures,
constellations of political &
economic power, ...
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Findings III
Decisive factors for boosting the innovation capacity
Intern.
level

Start-ups
& Micro
Small & Medium
Large &
Multinational
Enterprises

Macro
level
Meso
level

Chemical Construction Plastic
industry materials
industry
industry
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Findings III
Decisive factors for boosting the innovation capacity
Intern.
level
NRE
Macro
level
Meso
level
R&D and
innovation
finance

Governance
structures and
policies
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Start-ups
& Micro
Small & Medium

International organisations, rules,
contracts & conventions

STI policy
governance and
and structures

Chemical Construction Plastic
industry materials
industry
industry

Large &
Multinational
Enterprises

Cultural
norms &
values

Consumer
& environment
protection

Economic system
& structures
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Findings III
Decisive factors for boosting innovation opportunities
Intern.
NRE
level

Small & Medium

Macro
level
Meso
level

Natural
resource
endowment

R&D and
innovation
finance
Governance
structures
and sectoral
policies

Large &
Multinational
Enterprises

Cultural norms
& values

STI policy
governance and
and structures

Quality
assurance
regime

Chemical Construction Plastic
industry materials
industry
industry

Consumer
& environment
protection

Demand
Stimulation

Non-financial R&D&
innovation support
Economic system
& structures
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& Micro

Economic & trade structures, constellations of political
& economic power

International
organisations, rules,
contracts & conventions
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Summary & Discussion
• Actors from different SIS, rate the relevance and quality of conditions and
partners (spatial proximity) at specific geographic levels differently.
• Local framework conditions are relevant for smooth operations.
• Start-ups and movers voice much more “mismatch” of place-specific and
wider framework conditions and their needs. They push for policy support of
their innovation capacity and market creation efforts.
• SUMs’ and SMEs’ innovation capacity can be strengthened by reshaping
‘R&D and innovation finance’ and conducive ‘STI policy governance and
structures‘.
• Innovation opportunities are perceived to evolve in dynamic interaction of
various factors at the meso and macro NIS/SIS levels as well as EU/international norms, conventions and … power constellations.
• Most respondents voiced doubts on the feasibility of successful bioeconomy
innovation under current framework conditions.
•
=> transformation failure (Schlaile et al. 2017)
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Summary and Discussion
Policy implications for the German IS => Donella Meadows’ concept of shallow to
deep leverage points (parameters / feedbacks / design / intent)
 Intent / directionality: goals of the system & underlying pardigms ?!
=> sustainability-advancing innovation performance!
STI and other (national and regional / sector) policies ?!
=> multiple struggles and tensions (“messy” pathways)!
 Design of the system:
• Governance of R&D institutes & STI promotional programmes:
science–society interface ?!
power of sustainability-driven stakeholders ?!
• Diversity: access to public (co-)investment funds (innovation capabilities) !
• Knowledge accumulation … in the Fraunhofer network ? (inno capabilities)
• Market creation (innovation opportunities): alignment of price signals /
public demand / environmental regulation favouring transition ?!
• Monitoring: feed-back loops that connect eco- & socio-technical systems ?
www.iamo.de
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